Series 480

Draco tera enterprise
KVM Matrix Switches from 48 - 576 Ports

48, 80, 160, 288 or 576 ports
Instant switching
Mix & Match (Cat X & fiber)
Matrix Grid (enhanced cascading)
Modular architecture

PRODUCT INFORMATION
The Draco tera enterprise is the perfect
high performance, modular enterprise
routing system for complete in-band
signal distribution of high definition
video, audio, and data over Cat X, multimode or single-mode fiber optic cable
supporting up to 576 I/O ports in a single
frame. Designed with performance and
flexibility in mind, Draco tera enterprise
offers tremendous scalability with

cost effective features. Each port can
be user configured as an input or
an output scalable from one CPU to
multiple workstations or with multiple
CPUs managed by a single workstation
console. For mission-critical installations
Draco tera matrix switches are ideal. The
multi-level redundancy concept of the
Draco tera enterprise offers the highest
level of reliability for 24/7 operation.

PRODUCT FEATURES
ąąScalable and flexible architecture
ąąInstant delay-free switching
ąąFlex-Port technology for dynamic port assignment
ąąMix & Match (fiber ports can be switched to Cat-X ports and vice versa)
ąąMatrix Grid option allows multi-matrix connections through grid lines
ąąJavabased tera Tool for configuration, operation and maintenance
ąąMulti signal support: KVM, USB 2.0/3.0, SDI (SD/HD/3G)
ąąRemote extenders can be updated through the matrix
ąąAPI Service for connection with media controls
ąąMult-Screen Control
ąąSNMP & Syslog monitoring
ąąRedundant power supply
ąąSupport of fully or partly matrix redundancy
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Each Draco tera enterprise chassis
supports fully redundant power and
hot swappable modules for full service
and field upgrades without interrupting
signal flow. Furthermore, the devices
of the enterprise series are compatible
with Draco compact, vario and ultra
extenders.

Series 480

Draco tera enterprise
KVM Matrix Switches from 48 - 576 Ports

TECHNICAL DATA
Input Interface
Output Interface

Cat X or fiber (any combination)
Cat X or fiber (any combination)

Distance per connection
(max.)

Cat X
Multi-Mode
Single-Mode (9µ)
Coaxial

Optional Interfaces

DVI-D, DVI-I (VGA), HDMI, DisplayPort 1.1 (30 Hz) anad 1.2 (60 Hz), USB-HID, USB 2.0, USB 3.0, SDI, analog audio, digital audio and
RS232 / RS422 options, PS/2 (interfaces depend on the used CPU/CON unit)

Control

OSD (On Screen Display) on each console, Draco tera Tool, API

140 m
1,000 m
10,000 m (up to 160 km with special SFP‘s)
100 m (RG 59 B/U)

48 ports (3 RU)

80 ports (4 RU)

160 ports (9 RU)

288 ports (13 RU)

576 ports (25 RU)

Power Supply

5 A, 100-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz

5 A, 100-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz

9 A, 100-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz

12 A, 100-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz

20 A, 100-240 Vac, 50/60 Hz

Dimensions

483 x 133 x 230 mm

483 x 178 x 230 mm

483 x 400 x 330 mm

483 x 578 x 330 mm

450 x 1108 x 435 mm

ORDER NUMBERS
Device Types
Product

Part No.

Draco tera enterprise with 48 ports (base unit with control board and one power supply unit), 3 RU, free configuration

K480-048

Draco tera enterprise with 80 ports (base unit with control board and one power supply unit), 4 RU, free configuration

K480-080

Draco tera enterprise with 160 ports (base unit with control board and two power supply units), 9 RU, free configuration

K480-160

Draco tera enterprise with 288 ports (base unit with control board and two power supply units), 13 RU, free configuration

K480-288

Draco tera enterprise with 576 ports (base unit with 2x control board and two power supply units), 25 RU, free configuration

K480-576

Draco tera enterprise with 576 ports symmetric
(base unit 2 x 288 ports (288 inputs / 288 outputs) with 2x control board and two power supply units), 25 RU, free configuration

K480-576S

The Draco tera base unit includes a CPU board, fan trays, an exchangeable filter pad and depending on the model one or two power supply units. Choose
I/O boards and other accessories according to your requirements.

DRACO TERA I/O CARD OPTIONS

The Draco tera enterprise matrix switch can accomodate a wide range of signal formats. I/O cards can be mixed in the same frame allowing great flexibiltiy for any switch
and routing application.

I/O Boards
Product

Data Transmission

Part No.

Draco tera enterprise Cat X I/O board (8 ports)

480-C8

Draco tera enterprise fiber, I/O board incl. 8 x 459-1S (8 ports)

480-S8

Draco tera enterprise fiber XV I/O board incl. 8 x 459-1V (8 ports)

480-V8

Draco tera enterprise universal I/O board for USB 3.0 and SDI, empty, free configuration (8 ports)

480-UNI16

Draco tera enterprise Grid, 8 to 1 port I/O board, fiber (up to 1.4 km, 10 km upon request), 10G , incl. 1x 459-10S

480-GRD-S8
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Series 480

Draco tera enterprise
Grid I/O Board

8 Grid lines via one fiber
3G Grid lines using both fibers
Distance 1.4 km or 10 km (SFP dependent)
No separate configuration required

PRODUCT INFORMATION
The Matrix Grid board replaces the
standard I/O board generally used for
matrix interconnection and significantly
reduces cabling required between them.
With the Matrix Grid board, 8 Grid lines
that previously required 8 separate cable
connections, are established using a
single fiber connection. This technology
reduces cost and wiring effort without

any reduction in performance.
Compared to a CWDM solution, the
conventional method of reducing
the number of cables, the Matrix Grid
board saves considerable cost. The
plug-and-play capability of the Matrix
Grid board simplifies installation, and
allows a separation of matrix locations
to a distance of up to 10 km and beyond

(depending on the type of SFP being
used, which makes it an ideal solution
for installations in large corporate
sites). The use of both available fiber
ports allows providing 4 grid lines to
2 separate matrices - establishing a
circular multi-matrix setup.

PRODUCT FEATURES
ąąReduction of required cables and infrastructure
ąąLess cables compared to Grid lines on standard I/O boards
ąąLess cost compared to CWDM
ąąPlug-and-play for an easy installation
ąąFlexibility by routing each 4 ports to different Grid I/O boards for a ring topology

Product Range
Product

Data Transmission

Draco tera Grid board (8 to 1), LC duplex fiber, 1.4 km, 10G

Part No.
480-GRD-S8

SFP, single-mode, LC duplex, bidirectional, 1.4 km, 10G, spare part

459-10S

SFP, single-mode, LC duplex, bidirectional, 10 km, 10G, spare part

On demand
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Series 480

Draco tera enterprise
Grid I/O Board

TECHNICAL DATA
Input and Output Interface

Fiber (LC duplex)

Distance per connection (max.)

Single-Mode (9µ)

Requirement

Already configured matrix grid

1.4 km or 10 km (SFP dependent)
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480-VIEW

Tera Viewer
IP based monitoring and switching of CPUs and consoles

Monitoring & extended switching via IP
Double signal transmission per device
Screen layout individually configurable
Live thumbnail
Switching via drag and drop
Resolutions up to max. 1080p

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Tera Viewer software
The Tera Viewer software provides IP
based preview of video signals passing
through Draco tera KVM matrix systems.
It is a convenient method of checking
and monitoring images, as often
required in control and monitoring
applications. Live image previews are
presented on a separate screen layout
which can be configured through
the Tera Viewer software as required.
Switching of data paths in the KVM
switch can also be achieved by means
of a drag-and-drop feature of the Tera
Viewer software package.

Transmission via IP encoder
Video previews are generated by an
efficient Teracue H.264 IP encoder.
The encoder is directly connected to
dedicated ports on the KVM matrix switch
through individual CON Units (481 Series)
and follow the input and output video.
Simple use from everywhere
Live monitoring and switching are
available to system administrators
wherever a high-performance IP
connection is available; independent of
physical location and proximity to the
Draco tera KVM matrix switch itself.

Protection against unauthorized access
To ensure maximum security and
prevent unauthorised access to data
streams and switching functionality, the
Tera Viewer includes a unidirectional
connection.
System requirements
For a specifically use of the Tera Viewer
package, two Draco vario HDMI CON
Units (for connecting the IP encoders)
are required. For the Tera Viewer, a PC
with Intel Core i5 processor, or better, is
recommended.

PRODUCT FEATURES
ąąThe video signal is converted to IP by the encoder - regardless of the matrix used
ąąThe system allows free arrangement of monitor and selection of computers
ąąImages displayed on the monitors on the Tera Viewer screen are automaticaly updated
ąąLayouts can be saved on the Tera Viewer. A default layout can also be saved on the matrix and will be loaded automatically when
opening. Any number of other layouts can be saved locally
ąąExtended switching can be operated using a touch screen input (e.g. tablet). The operating system must support Java
ąąFields of application are mainly control and monitoring scenarios for maintenance and support
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480-VIEW

Tera Viewer
IP based monitoring and switching of CPUs and consoles

TECHNICAL DATA / PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Part No.

480-VIEW (package)

Scope of delivery

Teracue H.264 IP-Encoder (IHSE version)
Tera Viewer software

Control

Tera Viewer software

System Requirements Tera Viewer software

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10
OS X 10.7 (Lion) and higher
Java 1.7, Update 76, www.java.com
1 GB RAM+ Intel Core i5 processor recommended

Manufacturer IP encoder hardware

Teracue

Input

HDMI (2x)

Output

10/100/1000 TX Ethernet, RJ45

Video codec

H.264

Power supply

12 VDC

Power consumption

< 5 W per device

Dimensions (IP encoder hardware)

30 x 105 x 170 mm

FUNCTIONAL DIAGRAM
CON Unit
Video only
mode
Cat X
Fiber (Single-mode)

CON Unit

HDMI

IP-Connection
Video
Encoder

Monitor
Layout

Disconnect preview
By moving CON with mouse to icon

Selectable CPUs

Active preview

Moving CPUs with the mouse to CON
activates preview

Download Tera Viewer Software
www.ihse.de/download/software.html
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